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Captain Keyes is loved by the public but hated by Command. He captains the UHS Providence, an

aging supercarrier and the last human ship not dependent on dark tech - technology humanity has

used to rule over the galaxy since barely defeating the Ixa in the First Galactic War.Dominance has

come at a cost. Over the decades, old allies have grown resentful, and when dark tech itself fails,

Captain Keyes's predictions start coming true: those old allies are now enemies.But Keyes is not the

only one proven right. As the galaxy plunges into war, the Ixan Prophecies are being fulfilled, one by

one. Humanity's oldest enemy is on the rise, with weaponry never seen before.The fate of the

galaxy now depends on Captain Keyes, his tired ship, and his oddball crew. It doesn't pay to be

right.
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Being a fan of scifi space battles, I was kinda worried this might fall into that same ol rut most space

military books often do.BOY was I wrong!!! This book is awesome!I actually usually take my time to

read but with this book, I found myself reading late into the night!And when I was done, i found

myself wanting more! I can't wait till the next part of the trilogy is out!Mr. Bartlett, very good work and

I await your next book!!!

What a great start to what will be I am sure will be a interesting series. The action is non stop at

times. We see what the human fleet think as a rundown carrier, with a captain and crew that are



rejects and misfits. But the fleet command forget that this is what makes them work so well together.

Even when the command place people on board to sabotage the ship. Looking forward to book two.

I don't vouch for the tech in this book but anything interstellar is going to get that reaction from me.

The political situation will seem either eerily like the current situation in the U.S. or extremely

far-fetched, depending on the reader. My own reaction is that people are, at the highest levels, more

likely to be corrupted by power, even though they intend to do good with it than they ever are by

money, but the corruption still destroys.All in all, a good yarn and start to a series.One bit of

pedantry, no one is regularly addressed as "First Lieutenant X" or similar. It is simply Lieutenant,

either with the name attached or not. I found it grating.

A very fun read from page one. A great cast of characters, inculding the ship. A dedicated group of

folks that want to save the universe from what is coming. Outcasts from their own, willing to work

together this cast of characters brings a lot to this unfolding story. It is full of twists and turns.Evil is

coming and has set the stage against the universe. how do these heroes respond and react to what

is facing them is going to be a fantastic story for certain. First book even ends with a twist that i did

not see coming.

Great read. Space navy set in the future with believable pseudo science. Traditional plot line - mix of

troublemakers and rejects banded together in an everyone versus them impossible battle. Good mix

of both space battle and individual combat. The character development was only OK, and there

seemed to be a substantial amount of back story that was never really revealed. But that didn't take

away from the plot, which was enjoyable. I am looking forward to the next book in the series.

SUPERCARRIER is the first of a trilogy, and it leaves you wanting the next 2 books! Characters,

human and alien, working together to save not only the human race, but all of humanity. The

camaraderie is awesome. From Captain Keyes on the SUPERCARRIER Providence, to disgraced

First Lieutenant Husher, to Festy, also a disgraced alien from her race, the characters bring you into

the story like you're right there with them. If you'd like a great summer read, this is it.

Good Read!I like the world building attention. The plot was well thought out. Some items were

predictable, but other took me by surprise. I liked the balance of the book, it wasn't all action, but it

had more than enough to keep it moving.



I was just not too impressed. hard to pin down.. but the character and plot development was light.

couple of interesting concepts.. but things were awfully 'blunt', and I just didn't feel like it flowed well.

I did finish it, but probably will not follow up from this author at this time.
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